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Selma, Frederic and Matthieu 
are in Massy-Palaiseau hub.
How are they sharing the public space
with other travelers, with cyclists, buses … ?



Agenda

§ Context
§ Defining urban mobility infrastructures
§ Usage of public space, mediation between time and space
§ Sustainability conditions for
§ Illustration of mobility infrastructures - Sustainability conditions
§ Conclusions and recommendations
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Context

This chair task aims at modelling and evaluation future 
infrastructures for urban mobility 

§ 1) Socio-technical modelling of infrastructures

§ 2) Sustainability conditions of infrastructures

§ 3) Sharing models of infrastructures

§ 4) Methods for designing and planning networks

About Task 4 on mobility infrastructures
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Context

Objectives of the approach
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§ Unify the various concepts defining contemporary urban
mobility infrastructures. The concepts embed different
disciplinary standpoints (urban planning, sociology,
transportation, computer science) and are in rapid evolution!

§ Analyse and understand the competition between different
mobility usages in the public space, the time-space mediation

§ More broadly, elaborate on levers to make mobility
infrastructures more sustainable, beyond the reduction of
greenhouse gases emissions

… A seemingly simple question: Are vehicles part of the mobility infrastructure?



Defining urban mobility infrastructures 
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Defining urban mobility infrastructures

Our positioning
At the nexus of urban planning and transportation …
Infrastructure as a 3-layered object comprising: 

• Society: behaviors and habits of individuals
or groups, other actors and institutions
(Graham and Marvin, 2001).

• Technical components: physical or digital
resources. Material elements in the
common imaginaries such as: railways,
bridges, roads; but also, less represented:
rolling stock, cars, bikes, e-scooters, etc.

• Territories: spatial dynamics. The place
where urban form and spatial organization
converge with socio-spatial phenomena.

Approaching infrastructure as a 3-layered research object – Source : Our research



Defining urban mobility infrastructures

Our literature review
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Authors Global Approach

Graham and Marvin 
(2001) 

Infrastructure as a dynamic, urban process. Urban infrastructure as a part of social, economic and politic life of cities. Network 
infrastructure is conected and undisociable from social practices. Cities as articulated « paysages » of culture, experience, people, 
buildings, dynamics and topographies.

Jackson, Edwards,
Bowken, Knobel
(2007)

Infrastructure as technical systems made from system builders [components] like individuals and groups in different layers: 
technical, organizational, social, institutional. Infrastructure creates effects tensions on society during its evolution processes. 
Infrastructural imagination: capacity to link new and existing infrastructural systems and analyze them from technical to social 
approaches. Defined by scale, scope, durability, accessibility and activities.

Gobert
(2010)

Infrastructure as the interface between society, territories and environment. The place where interaction of space and its
inhabitants occur. 

Leheis
(2012)

Infrastructure transforms territories in a dynamic interaction. The territory with its actors, needs, representations, influences and 
transforms the role of infrastructure. But, no direct causal relationship has been proved. 

Picon
(2018)

Infrastructure as the result of interactions between material basis, professional organizations, sociotechnical practices and social 
imagination. Transition from a very technical character to a more complex, sometimes untangible character in the social patterns 
that accompany its use.

Rutherford
(2020)

Urban infrastructure as a window to explore shifting relationships between cities, humans, technologies and ecologies, as 
imperatives to sustainable urban futures emerge.
Urban infrastructure induces urban transformations. Bridging technocrats with social scientists.



Defining urban mobility infrastructures

Our positioning
At the nexus of urban planning and transportation …

§ Urban infrastructures can be considered as material artefacts
incorporating a technological dimension and a sociocultural one
embedding the history and culture of a city, a region, or a country.



Defining urban mobility infrastructures

Our positioning
From social sciences…

§ Mobility as a social practice involves 
three interconnected elements: 
material, competences and 
meaning (Shove, Pantzar and Watson, 
2012)

§ Technical components of mobility 
infrastructures included in the 
material dimension.

Driving an electric vehicle (Pierre and Fulda, 2015)



Defining urban mobility infrastructures

Our positioningFrom computer sciences…

§ Mobility 
infrastructure in 
four layers 
inspired by OSI 
(Open Systems 
Interconnection)
model

Framework of infrastructure technology stacking. Source: Own research, based on OSI model. 



Usage of public space,
Mediation between time and space
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§ Speed and slowness ?
Some parts of infrastructures modify the
relationship to speed either by ‘slowing down
speed’ (for instance speed bumps) or
‘accelerating slowness’ (Pelgrims, 2021)

THE ROLE OF MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURES

Chair Anthropolis, 2021

Mediating time and space



§ Speed and slowness ?
Elasticity between
speed and slowness
through three 
examples
of infrastructural
technical components

THE ROLE OF MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURES

Source: Our research based on Pelgrims 2021

Mediating time and space



Mediating time and space

THE ROLE OF MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURES
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§ Speed and slowness ?
An analysis of friction zones in urban areas
due to relative speeds

Source: Our research



Mediating time and space

THE ROLE OF MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURES
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§ Infrastructures mediate time and space
§ The digitalization of the social link foster the sensation of ubiquity

and the trends toward individualistic nomadism
§ This values time as a key resource in a dense urban environment



Sustainability conditions 
for mobility infrastructures
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Sustainability conditions for mobility infrastructures

§ How to explore the space of possible mobility infrastructures 
in the context of the National Low carbon Strategy (Ministère de la 

transition écologique et solidaire, 2020)  ?
• At what scale, on which elements of infrastructures ?
• What is the appropriate level of technology to address challenges for 

mobility infrastructures ? What are the main challenges ?
• How to sustainably manage the interfaces between mobility, energy and 

digital infrastructures ?

Initial questions
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Sustainability conditions for mobility infrastructures

First insight of a preliminary workshop (Dec. 2021)

High tech infrastructures Low tech infrastructures

A connected infrastructure, takes into consideration other 
technologies, uses innovative technological solutions to be 
accessible and is responsive to change

Digitized and Automated without being intrusive for individuals 

Electric charging

Geofenced roads

5G networks

Digitized highways

Adaptive road 
signalling

Intelligent/connec
ted parking spaces

Heavy rail

Roads with 
dynamic charging

Automatic metro 
coordination

Connected, with 
sensors

Socio-technical 
infrastructures

Natural 
infrastructures

Bike lane Pedestrian lane

Based mostly on human energy, 
for basic technos (bikes, rollers)

Low dependency to sophisticated systems (electronics)
Flexible, cheap and robust

Classical road 
signalling

Painted signs



Sustainability conditions for mobility infrastructures

Does it allow a high usage intensity? Does it preserve biodiversity, contribute to a restoration of
ecosystems?

Does it allow users to shift behavior towards more 
sustainable mobility?

Does it limit carbon emissions?

Does it favor an equal access to mobility (inclusive and 
socially fair)?

Is it resilient to the occurrence of extreme events?

Is it sober in data consumption? Does it favor a change in usages (flexibility, adaptability)?

Is it sober in renewable and non-renewable resource 
consumption? Does it allow to make the most of 
existing local resources?

Does it promote safety of users by managing friction zones?

Does it limit the artificialization of soils and land use? Does it limit the infrastructure investments (production and
maintenance)?

Does it create socially responsible employment?

A synthesis of literature on eco-design, sustainable mob. assessment, resilience management
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Proposition of thirteen (interrelated) guidelines to ensure the sustainability of mobility infrastructures 

See No net land take or Zéro Artificialisation Nette
(Cerema, 2021)



Illustration of mobility infrastructures
Sustainability conditions
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Illustration of sustainability conditions

Overview of illustrative examples
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Mobility infrastructures

Interaction system
between power grid and

shared autonomous vehicles 

Road and vehicle 
management system

Shared roads and 
streets: Light-emitting 

signalling system
Solar road system

Curb management
& bookable zones

Dynamic geofencing
for light electric vehicles, 

public transport

Low carbon asphalt mixInfrastructures enabling 
active modes

Long distance mobility 
with battery electric 

vehicles



Illustration of sustainability conditions

POWER GRID AND SHARED AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
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Illustration of sustainability conditions

§ Active modes :  
• Beneficial for public 

health, for lowering 
carbon emissions, for 
mobility justice

• … But 
underestimated in 
MaaS applications, 
risks for safety

Infrastructures enabling active modes
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Rue Michel le Comte, 75003 Paris

Av. Marceau, 87500 Saint-
Yrieix-la-Perche

Belmont St, Glasgow G20 
6DH, UK

Rue Saint-Lô, 76000 Rouen

Villas Bugambilias, 28979, Colima,  MX

Caracol, 63728 Sayulita, 
Nayarit, MXRue de Paris, 94300, Vincennes

a

b

c

d

e

Walkability contexts. Sources : Scheme J. Walker/Walk21 – Photos Anthropolis 2021



Illustration of sustainability conditions

§ Open data tool to 
map the sidewalk 
width of city streets
• Check the walkability 

and appropriate 
distances 
between foot 
passengers during 
covid period

Infrastructures enabling active modes
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https://wiki.lafabriquedesmobilites.fr/wiki/
Largeur_des_trottoirs

https://wiki.lafabriquedesmobilites.fr/wiki/Largeur_des_trottoirs


Illustration of sustainability conditions

§ More and more operators are 
operating the street or are 
installed in the street !
• The curb manager is a new type of 

operator (match in real time a curb 
offer with instant needs)

• Renewed governance and 
relationship with local authorities

• The street and curb : a rare 
resource in the city.

Curb management & bookable zones
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Curb and sidewalk, after (Baraud-Serfaty, 2020)



Illustration of sustainability conditions

§ More and more operators are 
operating the streets or are 
installed in the street !
• The curb manager is a new type 

of operator (match in real time a 
curb offer with instant needs)

• Renewed governance and 
relationship with local authorities

• The street and curb : a rare 
resource in the city.

Curb management & bookable zones
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Coord curb management platform



Conclusions and recommendations
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Conclusions and recommendations

§ Recommendations to head towards sustainable infrastructures
• Work with usages of infrastructures (equity in access, management of ‘friction 

zones’…)
• Pedestrian infrastructures are not sufficiently considered in the mobility infrastructural 

systems evaluated.
• Work with technological integration (what are the just sufficient options ?)
• Work on the connection and interfacing between systems of infrastructures (mobility, 

energy, digital systems)

... In the context of repeated crises, how to envision future urban mobility infrastructures ?



Conclusions and recommendations

GOVERNANCE
SUSTAINABLE VALUE CREATION

DATA

PEOPLE
SOCIETAL TRENDS
FUTURE MOBILITY

SCENARIOSFUTURE MOBILITY AND
URBAN LIFE

FUTURE MOBILITY : 
COMMON KNOWLEDGE

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3 Task 4

NETWORKS
SHARED INFRASTRUCTURES

PUBLIC SPACE

INFRASTRUCTURES
MOBILITY

AS A SERVICE

Territory

Exploring
future scenarios for
mobility / urban 
infrastructures



www.chaire-anthropolis.fr
@CAnthropolis

Thank you for your attention 
Questions ?
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